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Traditional Processor Design Landscape
• Scope:
– Highest Performance, multi GHz operation
– Process/Product co-optimization

• Floorplan , Layout and Optimization:
– Custom Pin placement, budgeting, channel based FP
– Heavily Latch dominated to achieve frequency
– Multi corner convergence and verification
– Custom placement and routing
– Custom internal tools for optimization and signoff
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Current Processor Design Landscape
• Scope:
– Highest Performance, multi GHz operation
– Process/product co-optimization
– Migrating to SOC implementation style, custom approach not scalable

• Floorplan, Layout and Optimization:
– Abutted floorplan, auto place and route

– Heavily latch dominated to achieve frequency
– Migrating to industry standard tools for Optimization and signoff
verification
– Multi Corner convergence and verification
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Latch Challenges: Why now?
• With the traditional custom implementation:
– Many human judgment points
– Never more than 1 design step before human interaction
– Complexity of “latches” handled by designer during build
– Signoff STA with internal tool, that comprehends latches natively

• Transition to Industry EDA tools for build and verification:
– Optimization and signoff tool’s latch handling still in infancy
– Very difficult to control and converge the a latch dominated design with
standard tools
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Transparency Handling
• Deep transparencies
• Very good progress in signoff STA
during the last few years in EDA
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– Worked with vendor to address this

• During optimization, the engines are
for the most part segment based
– Budget and set time borrow limits
– Effort intensive

– These paths could straddle multiple
partitions
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Sequential Loops
• Critical Sequential (and nested) loops
• Not handled well by both optimization
and signoff
– Budget and break transparencies to
eliminate sequential loops during
optimization and signoff

– Iterative, effort and runtime intensive
– Different for different corners/modes

• Not an issue once the loops are
converged
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Macro Modeling
• Macros may have transparent paths through them
• Standard modeling techniques results in very large models (>500MB)
– Long runtimes during optimization and signoff verification

– Ignore transparencies during optimization
– Results in miscorrelation with signoff verification
– Validation of these models is very complex

• Model abstraction enhancement to Liberty to address multiple levels of
transparencies
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Hierarchical Signoff and Budgeting
• The design is broken into several partitions, which contain latches at their
interfaces
– Not much (runtime) benefit in moving to hierarchical signoff, today ….
– The abstract models may be as large as the original block itself due to transparencies

• Lack of budgeting capability that comprehends transparencies
– Custom scripts used to generate budgets based on queries
– Large overhead: runtime due to queries in TCL & number of paths that need to be traced
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Misc
• Graph based analysis is very pessimistic
– Regular path based analysis has potential risk of Si escapes
– Exhaustive path based analysis impossible to run (due to sheer number of paths)

• Metal Stack aware optimization
– Non uniform metal stack
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Summary: Call to Help
• A more holistic solution to latch handling is needed in EDA tools
– Build “tools” with latches in mind upfront as opposed to an afterthought

• Increasing use of latches in the industry
– Based on formal/informal discussions with peers in industry

• Latches are essential to high performance/frequency designs

• Would a “standard” for modeling latch behavior help?
– At the very least for macro modeling
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